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Abstract
Spoken discourse normally involves the communicative interaction between a speaker
and his interlocutor. During the process of interaction, the speaker will always take
into account the cognitive status of the information conveyed in the mind of the
interlocutor. The interlocutor, on the other hand, will identify the conveyed information
based on referring expressions used by the speaker. This paper will focus on referring
expressions with the clitic –nya that is immediately followed by the demonstrative itu
‘that’ in spoken Indonesian discourse. The purpose is to find out the discourse functions
of –nya that co-occurs with itu. The finding is that when –nya and itu co-occur in a
single unified segment of speech, -nya always functions as an identifiability marker,
referring to a shared referent that has been previously mentioned. In this case the clitic
–nya may indicate possession or association with another referent. Itu, on the other
hand, does not always indicate identifiability. Itu is identifiable only when it functions
as a demonstrative pronoun that refers to a previously mentioned entity. If itu is not
identifiable, its occurrence is only as a tool to help the speaker delimit a unified
segment of information.

Key words: referring expression, referent, identifiable.

Wacana lisan selalu melibatkan interaksi komunikatif antara penutur dan pendengarnya.
Dalam proses komunikasi lisan tersebut, penutur akan memperhatikan status kognitif
sebuah informasi dalam benak pendengarnya. Sebaliknya, pendengar akan
mengidentifikasi informasi tersebut melalui bentuk-bentuk acuan yang digunakan oleh
penutur. Makalah ini akan membahas bentuk-bentuk acuan dengan klitik –nya yang
langsung diikuti oleh demonstrativa itu dalam wacana lisan Bahasa Indonesia, untuk
mengetahui fungsi kedua elemen tersebut. Yang ditemukan adalah bahwa apabila –nya
dan itu berdampingan dalam satu segmen tuturan, -nya selalu berfungsi sebagai
pemarkah pengenal, yang merujuk pada referen yang telah disebutkan sebelumnya.
Dalam hal ini klitik –nya menunjukkan milik atau asosiasi dengan referen yang lain. Itu
tidak selalu berfungsi sebagai pemarkah pengenal. Itu dapat terkenali apabila itu
berfungsi sebagai pronomina dan merujuk pada referen yang telah disebutkan
sebelumnya. Jika itu tak terkenali, kehadirannya hanya sebagai alat untuk membantu
penutur membatasi sebuah segmen informasi.

Kata kunci: bentuk acuan, referen, terkenali.

INTRODUCTION
The study of referential choice in natural discourse has been extensively discussed in the
literature (among others Givón 1983, Gundel et al. 1993, Chafe 1996, Ariel 1998, Kibrik 2011,
and numerous other works cited therein). These scholars have observed that in referring to
referents, a speaker will use different referring expressions that are based on the cognitive
statuses of the referents in the mind of the interlocutor. The interlocutor, on the other hand, can
normally identify the intended referents on the basis of the speaker’s referential choice in the
ongoing discourse. An example in English is the following:

1. I bought a new scarf. It was on sale. [from Gundel et al. 1993]
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The noun phrase (NP) a new scarf is used here to refer to a referent that is not yet active
in the mind of the interlocutor. In this case, the speaker uses the indefinite article a so that the
interlocutor can associate the form with the corresponding entity (scarf) that is new. In the
second sentence, the pronoun it is used because the referent has been previously mentioned and
therefore it is now in the interlocutor’s focus of attention. In other words, a new scarf  belongs
to new information, and it is categorized as old information (Chafe 1994).

The information status of a referent can also be determined by a clitic that is dependent
on its adjacent words. Observe the following constructed example in Indonesian:

2. Sule dan istrinya berbahagia dengan kelahiran anak mereka
Sule and wife his happy with birth child they

         Sule and his wife are happy with the birth of their child.

The clitic –nya in istrinya ‘his wife’ is a bound morpheme in Indonesian. In example
(2), it follows the noun istri ‘wife’, and thus makes the referent istrinya ‘his wife’ identifiable
for the interlocutor. In this case, –nya has a possessive function and it refers to a person named
Sule that has been previously mentioned.

In spoken Indonesian, we often hear speakers who use the determiner itu ‘that’ after a
NP with –nya, as in the following constructed example:

3. Sule dan istrinya itu berbahagia dengan kelahiran anak mereka
Sule and wife his that happy with birth child they

         Sule and his wife are happy with the birth of their child.

Itu in  (3)  modifies  the  NP istrinya ‘his wife’. Itu here  functions  as  a  determiner  and
therefore it is not used to track a previously mentioned referent.1 In (4), however, itu functions
as a demonstrative pronoun and therefore it can stand on its own.

4. Itu buku saya
that book I

         That is my book.

We see here that the functions of –nya and itu are very much dependent upon referents,
clauses, propositions, or situational contexts in discourse. When they co-occur, the question that
may arise is: for what purpose do speakers use the two linguistic elements together? If the
referent istrinya in (3) is already in the interlocutor’s focus of attention, what is the discourse
function of itu then? This paper seeks to explore the discourse functions of the clitic –nya that
co-occurs with the demonstrative itu. A grammar sketch on the functions of each will be
illustrated before the discussion.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This section presents some theories about speakers’ referential choice in spoken discourse. It
includes activation of ideas in the mind and identifiability of referents.

ACTIVATION OF IDEAS IN THE MIND
Spoken discourse always involves the communicative interaction between two parties: a speaker
and interlocutor(s). In the interactive speech, the speaker commonly transmit his thoughts,
beliefs, knowledge, feelings, experience, and other conceptual materials in such a way that his
interlocutor can understand what he is saying.

Oral communication is dynamic (Du Bois and Thompson 1991), and its dynamicity is
characterized by the fact that the speaker will activate one idea after another with “a sufficiently
identifying language” (Chafe 1994:97) during the ongoing discourse. This means that the
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speaker will use different types of referring expressions depending on the contexts of speech
and also on what the interlocutor knows.

During the process of communication, the information conveyed by a speaker cannot be
expressed all at once in one utterance. As human beings we have biological constraints; we have
to breathe when we speak. Speech is thus naturally produced in segments – one is verbalized
after another, with pauses between the segments. The segments of speech, which are referred to
as intonation units (IU)2 in this paper, may contain referents that need to be activated or
reactivated from time to time so that our interlocutor can identify the intended referents.

Apart from the biological constraints, human beings also have cognitive constraints, and
so the way we activate pieces of information should be based on how active the information is
in the mind of our interlocutors. With regard to the cognitive state of a piece of information at
the time of utterance, Chafe (1994) distinguishes three different categories of information states
based on how “costly” the activation is. The first category is called given information, which
involves the least activation cost. An idea that that has been introduced is usually active in the
mind of the interlocutors, and therefore does not need too much activation. The second category
is accessible information, which has a higher activation cost than given information. An idea
that was once fully active in consciousness may become semi-active after a period of time, and
so it needs to be reactivated to be accessible information. The last category is new information,
which involves the highest activation cost. This idea may be inactive, in the sense that it may
have been previously introduced in discourse but has receded into the interlocutor’s long-term
memory or it may be totally new for the interlocutor. The degree of activation cost is typically
represented by the referring expression chosen by the speaker. The higher the activation cost is,
the heavier the form will be (Ariel 1990).

The following example (adapted from Chafe 1994:93-4) illustrates how ideas in the
speaker’s mind are activated:

5. A: Have the animals,
ever attacked anyone in a car?

B: Well I
well I heard of an elephant,
that sat down on a VW one time.
There’s a gir
Did you ever hear that?

C: No.
B: Some elephants and these

they
there
these gals were in a Volkswagen,
and uh,
they uh kept honkin’ the horn,
hootin’ the hooter,
and uh,
and the.. elephant was in front of em,
so he just proceeded to sit down on the VW.
But they.. had .. managed to get out first.

In example (5), when B introduced the idea of the elephant for the first time, he used the
NP an elephant. When the same referent was reactivated, the referring expression the elephant
was used. The same thing can be said for the Volkswagen. When the idea was firstly mentioned,
it  was  expressed  by  the  NP a Volkswagen.  Later,  when  the  speaker  assumed  that  the  referent
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was already shared by the interlocutor, he expressed it by using the NP the VW.  This example
demonstrates that different referring expressions may be used to refer to the same referent.

IDENTIFIABILITY OF REFERENTS

The concept of identifiability involves the speaker’s assumption on the cognitive status of a
referent in the mind of the interlocutor. It is associated with the speaker’s choice of a referring
expression and the assumption that his interlocutor can identify the referent of the chosen
expression. Chafe (1994:94) points out that there are three important components that can make
a referent identifiable. They are: (1) the referent is assumed to be shared by both the speaker and
interlocutor, (2) it is verbalized in a sufficiently identifying way, and (3) it is contextually
salient.

The identifiability of a referent may be accessed through a number of pathways. For
example, a referent may be identifiable through previous mention. Identifiability by previous
mention can be expressed by the use of personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, or a NP. In
example (5) above, the referents the elephant and the VW are shared by both the speaker and his
interlocutor because they have been previously mentioned. Both are verbalized in a sufficiently
identifying way, in the sense that the use of a NP (definite article + N) should be sufficient for
the interlocutor to identify the intended referents. Lastly, the two referents are contextually
salient as the interlocutor can focus on the ideas expressed as the elephant and the VW (Chafe
1994:94).

A referent may also be identifiable by association, meaning that there is an associative
relationship between a referring expression and an associator (Ewing 1999). Observe the
following example (from Kronfeld 1986):

6.    My sister has just got married. The lucky man met her only three weeks ago.

The referent the lucky man in example (6) is a first mention. However, it is identifiable
because the interlocutor can associate the referent with the associator, in this case my sister who
has just got married.  We see here that a first-mention referent may be expressed with a NP that
contains a definite article.

Since identifiability is a property of referents in the consciousness of the interlocutors,
nominal expressions that do not have a referent are not relevant for this category and thus will
not be discussed in this paper.

THE DATA
This paper utilizes spoken Indonesian data to examine the discourse functions of the clitic –nya
that is immediately followed by the demonstrative itu ‘that’.  The  data  was  taken  from  five
question-answer sessions at a two-day linguistic conference held in Jakarta in 1996. The
duration of the recorded data is 150 minutes (each session lasts for 30 minutes). The speeches
used were questions raised by the conference participants and answers given by the plenary
speakers. The plenary speakers were Indonesian linguists from a number of universities in
Indonesia. The conference participants were Indonesian linguists, teachers, practitioners, and
students.

Although there are only 25 instances of the co-occurrence of –nya and itu in my data, I
found this phenomenon interesting to be explored.

The examples from the data  demonstrated in this  paper  start  with an abbreviation that
appears after the number [e.g. (1) SD)]. The abbreviation indicates the initials of the five
speakers, i.e., SD, WR, KA, MD, AH.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The data was transcribed by using Du Bois et al.’s (1993) transcription convention. In this
transcription system, each single line of the transcript represents an intonation unit, which is
defined as “a stretch of speech uttered under a single coherent intonation contour” (Du Bois et
al. 1993:47).

After the transcription, the data were coded in Excel 1997 spreadsheet. For the purpose
of this paper, I only used noun phrases that contain the clitic –nya and the demonstrative itu.

AN OVERVIEW OF -NYA AND ITU
In order to have better comprehension on how the clitic –nya and the demonstrative itu are used
in spoken Indonesian, the following is a brief overview of the two linguistic items. The
examples provided here are from my database.

The Clitic –nya
The grammar books of Indonesian (among others Alwi et al 2003, Sneddon 1996) describe the use
of the suffix –nya for three different functions: (1) –nya indicating possession, (2) –nya indicating
pronominalization, and (3) –nya indicating nominalization (see also Dardjowidjojo 1983). The
first two mentioned have something to do with anaphora, as they co-refer to a previously
mentioned entity in the discourse. As for the third category, –nya may be suffixed to a verb or an
adjective to form a noun. Naturally spoken language, however, reveals that the variability of –nya
is wider than that described in the grammar books. As stated by Sneddon (2006:34), the functions
of spoken –nya in Indonesian are many and not all of them are entirely understood.3

For example, -nya found in my database shows that it follows a first-mention referent
whose identifiability should be associated with another referent, proposition, or situational
context. In a few cases, -nya denotes that the intended referent is only identifiable for the
speaker.  It  may also be suffixed to a  pronoun,  a  demonstrative,  or  an adverb.  I  will  add three
other categories in relation to the occurrence of the suffix –nya in my spoken data, and they are:
(4) –nya indicating association or inference, (5) –nya indicating the cognitive frame of the
speaker, and (6) miscellaneous –nya. As mentioned earlier, in Indonesian, the identifiability of a
referent by association may be expressed by a nominal expression that is suffixed by –nya.4

-nya Indicating Possession
The suffix –nya may be used to indicate possession, and formal as well as informal Indonesian
use  this  suffix  to  refer  to  a  third  person  singular.  In  the  following  excerpt,  the  speaker  is
explaining to the interlocutor that his granddaughter is now living with her parents. The suffix-
nya after orang tua ‘parents’  indicates  a  third  person  possessor,  that  is cucu saya ‘my
grandchild’ that occurs in the previous intonation unit.

7. (SD)
tinggal dengan orang tuanya.
live with parents-NYA

 ‘My grandchild lives with her parents’’
Unlike Standard Indonesian that allows the use of possessive -nya only for a third

person possessor (singular and plural), spoken Indonesian uses this suffix to refer to a second
person possessor as well, as shown in the following:

8. (WR)
Terima kasih Pak Yus Badudu atas pertanyaannya.
accept love Mr. Yus Badudu on question-NYA

  ‘Thank you, Mr. Badudu, for your question.’
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The speaker of (8) is thanking Mr Yus Badudu, the person who asked the question. This
type of -nya occurs quite frequently in spoken Indonesian and it is commonly used as an indirect
strategy for politeness.

Another use of possessive -nya that is considered informal is the one occurring in topic-
comment constructions, and -nya – which always occurs in the comment part – may refer back
to a first, second, or third person pronoun (singular or plural). The following example shows
that the suffix –nya refers back to a first person singular saya ‘I’:

9. (KA)
Karena saya,
because I
hobinya macam-macam.
hobby-NYA various

  ‘Because I have many kinds of hobby’

-nya Indicating Pronominalization
The suffix -nya is also used as a pronominal suffix on verbs, indicating a pronominal argument
in a clause. In the following example, the suffix -nya anaphorically refers to cucu bapak ‘your
grand-daughter’:

10. (SD)
Apakah kalimat yang dihasilkannya itu,
QW sentence which PASS-result-NYA ITU
bertipe subjek predikat,
have type subject predicate
ataukah topik komen.
or topic comment

‘Does the sentence produced by her have the constructions of subject-predicate or
topic-comment?’

-nya Indicating Nominalization
The suffix -nya is also used as a nominalizer, which may occur after a verb or adjective to form
nominalization. In the following example, -nya is affixed to an adjective:

11. (WR)
Tapi ya sulitnya bukan main.
But yes difficult-NYA extraordinary

‘But it’s extremely difficult’ (lit. But the difficulty is extraordinary)

-nya Indicating Association or Inference
Another function of -nya which is not very much elaborated in formal grammar books is the one
indicating association or inference. Here -nya is not anaphoric, but the identifiability of the
entity is understood via inference or association with a referent that has been previously
mentioned. Thus, the speaker has a specific frame in his/her mind, and he/she will let the
interlocutor draw an association of what is meant by the linguistic entity affixed by -nya via a
previously mentioned referent. The following example will illustrate this:
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12. (MD)
Nggak tahu di IKIP atau di mana itu ya,
Not know in IKIP or where ITU yes
pabrik gurunya tu5 harus sadar betul .
factory teacher-NYA TU must aware really

‘(I) don’t know whether at IKIP (Teachers’ College) or some other place, the
teachers’ factory has to be really aware ...’

Although pabrik guru in the above example is a first-mention referent, the suffix –nya makes it
identifiable by way of a shared referent, and that is the word IKIP ‘Teachers’ College.’

–nya Indicating the Cognitive Frame of the Speaker
Another interesting occurrence of –nya in my database is the one suffixed to a first-mentioned
referent, but there is no clue to associate it with another referent. In the following excerpt, the
speaker is giving an illustration of a detective story, but before she mentions that the illustrative
scene  is  going  to  be  taken  from  a  detective  story,  she  informs  the  interlocutors  that  she  has
forgotten the name of the writer. This particular example shows that when –nya is suffixed to a
first-mention referent, and when the referent cannot be associated with the previously mentioned
referent, then –nya does not code identifiability at all. This sometimes happens in speech, when
speakers picture their cognitive frame without considering the mental space of their
interlocutors. Observe the following:

13. (AH)
Sayang sekali saya lupa penulisnya.
unfortunately very I forget writer-NYA

 ‘Unfortunately I forgot (the name) of the writer…’

For more information about this –nya suffix as a framing device, refer to Englebretson (2003:
72).

Miscellaneous –nya
The last –nya is categorized as miscellaneous –nya, as it may follow other parts of speech other
than a verb and an adjective. In the following example, -nya is suffixed to a modal auxiliary bisa
‘can.’ In this case, it is very likely that –nya refers to anaknya ‘his child’ which is mentioned in
the first IU:

14. (SD)
Ternyata anaknya,
in fact child-NYA
yang besar di Jakarta ini,
who big in Jakarta this
tidak bisa,
not can
berbicara bahasa Jawa yang halus.
speak language Java which polite
Jadi bisanya hanya berbahasa Indonesia.
so can-NYA only have language Indonesia

‘In fact, their children, who are brought up in Jakarta, cannot speak polite
Javanese. (They) can only speak Indonesian.’
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There are a few other occurrences of -nya,  as  in sebaik-baiknya ‘as well as possible,’
tampaknya/kelihatannya ‘it seems,’ sebenarnya ‘actually,’ pokoknya ‘the main thing is,’ but for
the purpose of this paper, I will discard all of those. Englebretson (2000, 2003, 2006) refers to
these –nya occurrences as epistemic –nya.

The Demonstrative itu
The demonstrative itu in Indonesian has a multi-purpose function. The basic function of itu is as
a deictic  marker  (Kaswanti  Purwo 1984);  speakers  use it  to  point  to  an object  that  is  far  from
their stand-point. Itu also functions to mark a noun phrase that is already active or semi-active in
the mind of the interlocutor. In each case mentioned, itu or NP + itu is said to be identifiable,
because the interlocutor can establish a link between itu / NP + itu and the concept it refers to.6

The following describes itu that functions a pronoun and a determiner.

Itu as a Pronoun
The pronoun itu can  be  used  as  either  a  deictic  marker  [see  example  (4)]  or  an  anaphoric
expression.  It  often  occurs  immediately  after  a  short  pause,  and  refers  back  to  a  referent  that
occurs in the previous intonation unit. Observe the following:

15. (SD)
Misalnya l,
for example l
itu kalau anak kita hampir bisa semua
ITU if child we almost can all

‘For example (the sound) l, almost all our children can (pronounce) it.’

In example (12), itu anaphorically refers to (the sound) l. This example shows that the
speaker is introducing a new file in the interlocutor’s mind, but before that the speaker “points”
to the referent (the sound) l that was previously mentioned. This grammatical construction is
similar to the syntactic pattern of demonstrative cleft in English (Calude 2005).

Itu may sometimes be used to refer back to a plural referent. In the following example,
itu refers to the referent (sounds) /q/ dan /ð/.
16. (SD)

Demikian juga q dan ð,
so also q and ð
bahasa Inggris,
language English
itu tidak pernah tertanam pada otak kita,
ITU not ever planted at brain we
sebagai bunyi kita.
as sound we

‘Similarly with (the sounds) q and ð in English, they have never been established
in our minds as our sounds.’

Anaphoric itu does not have to occur at the initial position, but it can occur medially or
finally. In the following example, itu refers to the referent vernacular:
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17. (AH)
Tapi yang namanya vernacular tu,
but which name-NYA vernacular TU
udah ada itu pak.
already exist ITU sir

‘But the one called vernacular, it already exists, sir.’

Itu as a Determiner
The determiner itu does not provide a way for the interlocutor to track a referent. In my spoken
database, I found that non-tracking itu has two functions: (a) it marks a noun or NP and makes
the referent identifiable, and (b) it marks a unified piece of information in an intonation unit
before the forthcoming information is introduced. In the following example, itu modifies  a
lexicalized NP and makes the referent identifiable:

18.  (KA)
Lalu dibuat pertanyaan,
then PASS-make question
Siapa mencubit dokter itu?
who pinch doctor that
pertanyaan itu tidak ,
question ITU not
tidak gramatikal.
not grammatical

‘Then a question is made: Who pinched the doctor? The question is not
grammatical.’

Interestingly, itu may occur after an indefinite pronoun or a personal pronoun, as shown
in the following examples:

19. (WR)
Seseorang  itu selalu  akan  berusaha untuk  mencari  keseimbangan.
someone  ITU always  will  make an effort for find Balance

‘Someone will always make an effort to find balance’

20. (SD)
Dia  itu ditakdirkan untuk bisa menguasai ...
he/she ITU PASS-destine for can master
bahasa apa pun.
language any

‘He is destined to be able to acquire any language’

21. (WR)
Kita itu kok kurang begitu banyak memuji
we ITU PART less so much appreciate
‘We do not appreciate much’

It is very likely that itu in the three examples above has no other function than to modify
or to delimit a linguistic entity that takes a subject position. A similar case can be observed in
the following example:
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22. (SD)
Sehari-harinya di rumah itu,
every day in house ITU

kami memakai tiga bahasa.
we use three language

‘At home, every day we speak three languages’

Itu may also occur after a headless relative clause, and this indicates that it modifies a
referent that has already been established in the interlocutor’s mind. In this particular example,
the tracked referent is ‘point of articulation’ which occurs three intonation units before the
headless relative clause with itu.

23. (SD)
Tidak selalu,
not always
bahwa yang  di muka itu,
that which in front ITU
dikuasai terdahulu.
PASS-master first

‘It’s not always that the front point of articulation is acquired first’

DISCUSSION: THE INTERACTION OF –NYA AND ITU
In the previous section, we have observed how speakers of Indonesian use the suffix –nya and
the demonstrative itu to convey, track, or delimit a piece of information. In this section, we will
observe the co-occurrence of –nya and itu in a single intonation unit, and how each plays its role
in helping the interlocutors to identify a linguistic entity throughout the ongoing process of
discourse.

As we have discussed in the previous section, in almost every occurrence –nya helps the
interlocutor to identify the intended referent via shared information or inference. The
demonstrative itu, on the other hand, does not always function as a tracking marker. We will
now observe the co-occurrence of –nya and itu in a single intonation unit. Observe the
following:

24. (SD)
Untuk membunyikan bunyi b,
for pronounce sound b
itu,
ITU
voiced onset time-nya  itu berbeda.
Voiced onset time-NYA ITU different

‘In order to pronounce the sound /b/, its voiced onset time is different’

The suffix –nya in the NP voiced onset time-nya is possessive, referring to the possessor
bunyi b. Itu that follows –nya just functions as a determiner, modifying the NP voiced onset
time-nya before the predicate berbeda ‘different.’ This means that without the occurrence of itu,
the referent is already identifiable for the interlocutor.

Another interesting feature of –nya and itu is their ability to occur repeatedly within a
single intonation unit. Observe the following:
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25. (SD)
Bahwa antara a,
that between a
dengan p,
with p
itu,
ITU
letak,
position
Apa?
what
Cara  pengucapannya itu,
way pronunciation-NYA ITU
yang paling berbeda.
which most different
Dalam arti a,
in meaning a
itu  posisinya itu ada di tengah lidahnya.
ITU position-NYA ITU exist in middle tongue-NYA

‘That between the (sound) a and the (sound) p, the position... what is it? The way
they are pronounced is very different. It the sense that the position of /a/ is in the
middle of the tongue.’

The suffix –nya in cara pengucapannya itu ‘the way they are pronounced’
anaphorically refers to the sounds /a/ and /p/ previously mentioned. The demonstrative itu,
which  is  a  modifier,  functions  to  delimit  the  NP cara pengucapannya before some other
information is introduced. The last intonation unit is interesting to be analyzed because of the
repetitive occurrence of itu. As shown in the previous examples, itu that occurs at the beginning
of an intonation unit is a pronoun referring to the previously mentioned entity. The first itu,
thus, is a pronoun that anaphorically refers to the sound /a/. The second itu in the IU, however,
is  a  determiner  that  modifies  the  NP posisinya ‘its position.’ Note that without itu after
posisinya, the referent is already identifiable. Therefore, itu does not have any other function
than to delimit a unified segment of information. The suffix –nya after posisinya is possessive,
with the phonemic sound /a/ as the possessor.

As previously mentioned, the suffix –nya may indicate identifiability by association.
The following excerpt illustrates that the referent suffixed by –nya is associated with a
previously mentioned referent.

26. (MD)
Kalau saya berada di ,
if I exist in
Eh .. katakanlah di plane,
PART say in plane
di sana ada beberapa turis.
there exist some tourist
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Dan,
and
Bangsa Indonesia penumpangnya sangat banyak.
nation Indonesia passenger-NYA very many
Saya lihat di sana,
I see there
Bahkan itu,
even ITU
Apa namanya?
what name-NYA
Stewardessnya  itu sudah membagikan koran-koran.
stewardess-NYA ITU already distribute newspapers

‘When I was in ... let’s say in a plane, there were a few tourists. I saw that among
the passengers there were lots of Indonesians. What’s the name? The stewardess
distributed newspapers.’

In example (26), stewardess is new information for the interlocutor, yet the suffix –nya
makes  it  identifiable,  because  it  is  a  part  of  the  referent plane, which has been previously
mentioned. Again, itu that follows –nya does not function as an identifiability marker; it rather
delimits a referent whose identifiability is associated with a previously mentioned referent.

In the following example, itu occurs twice. The first one occurs before the –nya
expression and the latter is after:

27. (SD)
Jadi pengontrolan terhadap lidah,
so control towards tongue
bibir,
lip
vocal cords,
vocal cords
dan sebagainya,
and so on
dari otak itu,
from brain ITU
barangkali ya,
maybe yes
itu  dari sononya  itu sama.
ITU from there-NYA ITU same

‘So maybe, control towards (one’s) tongue, lips, vocal cords and other speech
organs from the brain is inherently the same’

The first itu, which is a pronoun, co-refers to the proposition expressed in the first five
intonation units before itu. At the same time it functions as the topic of a topic-comment
construction. The suffix –nya which follows dari sono ‘from  there’  (dari sono is  actually  a
Jakartan dialect; it colloquially means ‘the inherent features you have got since you were born’)
is possessive. The second itu is not pronoun and therefore does not mark identifiability as it
functions as a modifier of dari sononya. So, the utterance dari sononya itu is a unified
meaningful segment in the intonation unit, before the predicate sama ‘same’ is introduced.
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Itu, however, is identifiable in example (28), because it does not function as marker but
as a demonstrative pronoun. In my data, there is only one occurrence for this.

28. (SD)
Tapi waktu saya tanya,
but when I ask
Ini apa Cha?
this what Cha?
Dia keluarnya apa tadi.
she come out-NYA what previously
Dam.
dam
Dia itu keluarnya otomatisnya itu,
she ITU come out-NYA automatic-NYA ITU
Dam,
dam
dan bukan jam.
and not jam

‘But when I asked, “What’s this, Cha?” What did she say? Dam. She automatically
said that, dam and not jam.’

The utterance Dia itu keluarnya otomatisnya itu is a topic-comment construction, with
dia itu [lit. ‘that she’] as the topic. The suffix –nya that occurs after keluar and otomatis refers to
the topic dia and thus makes it identifiable. Itu that follows the word otomatisnya is  both
anaphoric and cataphoric, referring to dam that  is  mentioned  before  and  after itu is uttered.
Thus, in this particular example, itu is tracking and identifiable: it is a pronoun and it is
referential.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we have observed the discourse functions of the clitic –nya that co-occurs with itu
in a single intonation unit. Both elements function as effective devices for marking information
flow. The examples illustrated in this paper demonstrate that when –nya and itu co-occur  in  a
single unified segment in an intonation unit, -nya always functions as an identifiability marker,
which may indicate possession or association with another referent. Itu, on the other hand, does
not always indicate identifiability. It is identifiable when it functions as a pronoun and refers to
a previously mentioned entity. It is not identifiable when its function in discourse is as a
determiner. In this case, its occurrence only helps the speaker to delimit a unified segment of
information.

NOTE

1  The term ‘tracking’ is adopted from Du Bois and Thompson (1991) and also Himmelmann (1996).
2  The term ‘intonation units’ (abbreviated as IU) is adopted from Chafe (1994: 57). They are segments

of language that are grouped based on speech pauses. In this paper, an intonation unit is grouped in
one line.

3  In his Colloquial Jakartan Indonesian data, Sneddon (2006: 34-43) observes that the suffix –nya
could be placed in eight categories. They are: 1) –nya as a pronoun, 2) –nya as a ligature, 3) –nya as a
marker of definiteness and as an emphasize, 4) –nya emphasizing words other than nouns, 5) –nya in
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topic-comment clauses, 6) –nya as a nominalizer, 7) frequent occurrence of –nya, and 8) –nya
serving two functions concurrently.

4  A more detailed discussion on identifiability pathways can be seen in Du Bois & Thompson (1991)
and Ewing (1995).

5 Tu is short for itu.
6  For more detailed description about the use of itu in spoken Indonesian, see Sukamto (2003).
* I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for very helpful comments on the earlier draft.

Gloss Line Abbreviation:
-NYA : suffix –nya
PART : discourse particle
PASS : passive
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